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ABSTRACT 
A substantial amount of lower extremity swelling is commonly seen following 
total knee arthroplasty. This swelling is hypothesized to impair recovery of strength 
and functional performance. The impact swelling has on strength and function is 
typically manifested as a decline in voluntary muscle activation. Unfortunately, these 
findings have been primarily shown in laboratory based studies and not in clinical 
populations. Factors limiting the study of swelling’s influence on strength and 
function in clinical populations includes a lack of a reliable and accurate measure of 
swelling and no available reference for the trajectory of post-TKA swelling.  
The primary aim of this study was to investigate the influence of swelling on 
recovery of strength and function following TKA. However, it was first necessary to 
validate the use of an innovative measure of lower extremity swelling and develop a 
reference for the trajectory of the post-TKA swelling response. Therefore, Aim 1 
generated inter-rater reliability coefficients, standard error of the measurement, 
minimal detectable change, and percent change values for BIS before and after TKA 
and compared them to the properties of circumferential measures of swelling. 
Bioelectrical impedance spectrometry was found to have better interrater reliability, 
lower levels of minimal detectable change, and lower standard error of the 




generate a centile reference chart of the trajectory of post-TKA swelling. An 
optimized model was developed in a subset of swelling observations and then 
validated in a separate set of observations. Aim 3 evaluated the relationship 
between post-TKA swelling (quantified as peak swelling and the integral of swelling) 
and maximal isometric knee extensor strength and timed up and go time. Peak 
swelling was found to significantly contribute to the variance in TUG time at two and 
six weeks following surgery. Peak swelling also explained an additional 4% of the 
variance in 6-week strength. The swelling integral did not contribute to the variance 
in strength or TUG times at either time point.  
In summary, the work of this dissertation demonstrates the benefit to using 
BIS as a measure of lower extremity swelling following TKA, provides a useful 
trajectory of post-TKA swelling, and demonstrates the influence swelling has on 
recovery following TKA. The results will benefit future research and clinical care by 
providing the tools necessary for the measurement and monitoring of lower extremity 
swelling. They also support the need for interventions aimed at reducing swelling to 
improve recovery following TKA.   
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Swelling, a natural, physiologic response of the body to insult or infection, is 
easily identified, but difficult to characterize. Difficulty in characterization can be 
attributed to inaccurate and unreliable methods for measurement, a poor 
understanding of the variability in the swelling response (in both magnitude and 
duration), and the influence the swelling process has on physiologic homeostasis of 
the body systems. However, swelling remains a common complaint of patients and a 
target for intervention. This is particularly true in the population of people preparing 
for, and recovering from, Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA). 
The number of people over the age of 65 living in the United States is on the 
rise and the demand for TKA procedures in this population has been observed. 
Likewise, improvements in the surgical techniques and prosthesis has led to a 
younger demographic of patients receiving TKA, with the thought that the prosthesis 
will remain functional for as many as 20 years. Consequently, the population of 
patients receiving TKA is growing in both directions, both younger and older. This 
has resulted in a continuously increasing number of people undergoing TKA every 
year to relieve the pain and dysfunction caused by osteoarthritis of the knee. This 
number is further expected to increase with an estimated 1.7 million surgeries 
performed per year in the United States by 2050. As the number of people 
undergoing TKA continues to rise, pressure will be placed on health care providers, 
by both patients and payers, to identify the most effective interventions. 




of motion, regaining strength, reducing pain, and in some cases, managing lower 
extremity swelling. While people have long speculated that swelling plays a role in 
patient recovery following TKA, the literature remains inconclusive. However, strides 
can be made in the understanding of post-TKA lower extremity swelling by 1) 
producing psychometric properties of a new method for measuring post-TKA 
swelling, 2) developing a trajectory of lower extremity swelling and its variability, and 
3) examining the relationship between lower extremity swelling and quadriceps 
muscle function. This body of work will help fill gaps in evidence by addressing the 
following aims and hypotheses.  
Aim 1 
Produce psychometric properties of Bioelectrical Impedance Spectrometry (BIS) as 
a measure of lower extremity swelling and compare the properties of BIS to 
circumferential measures (CM) of swelling. 
Hypothesis 1.1  
BIS will have acceptable levels of inter-rater reliability, Standard error of measure, 
and MDC90. 
Hypothesis 1.2  
BIS will have greater reliability, lower standard error, and lower minimal detectable 
change values than CM of swelling. 
Aim 2 
Create a clinical reference for the trajectory of post-TKA lower extremity swelling. 
Hypothesis 2.1  




post-TKA swelling trajectory in a development dataset as determined by model fit 
statistics (Schwarz Bayesian Criterion). 
Hypothesis 2.2  
The model created in the development set will properly identify all centiles in the test 
set, as determined by appropriate coverage at each centile. 
Aim 3 
Examine the relationship between lower extremity swelling and knee extensor 
strength and functional performance following TKA. 
Hypothesis 3.1  
Greater levels of post-TKA lower extremity swelling will be associated with 
decreased maximum knee extensor muscle force.  
Hypothesis 3.2  
Greater levels of post-TKA lower extremity swelling will be associated with a decline 
in functional performance.  
Summary 
This body of work examines post-TKA lower extremity swelling by assessing 
swelling measurement techniques, recovery trajectories, and the relationship of 
swelling and other important outcomes. Psychometric properties of an innovative 
measurement approach, bioelectrical impedance spectrometry, will be provided. 
Longitudinal assessments of swelling performed with BIS will be used to generate a 
reference trajectory of post-TKA swelling that can be used clinically. The relationship 
between post-TKA swelling and quadriceps muscle function will be extensively 




patients before and after TKA. These studies will guide future research investigating 
the treatment of post-TKA lower extremity swelling as a means of improving strength 















BACKGROUND: INFLAMMATION/SWELLING PHYSIOLOGY, THE 
NEUROMUSCULAR SYSTEM AND ITS INTERACTION WITH SWELLING, 
MEASURMENT AND CLINICAL RELEVANCE 
Introduction 
 
Following TKA, rehabilitation efforts typically focus on improving knee flexion 
and extension range of motion (ROM), reducing pain, improving strength and 
function, and in some cases reducing swelling.1,2 Of specific interest to this body of 
work is the post-TKA swelling response. Hypothesized to contribute to patient 
reports of pain3 and decreases in ROM,4 swelling is also hypothesized to play a role 
in muscle function and patient performance following TKA.5,6 Furthermore, it has 
been shown to play a critical role in patient perceptions of recovery.7,8 Therefore, 
lower extremity swelling is an worthwhile target for intervention. 
This review is structured to: 1) describe the physiologic process by which 
inflammation and swelling occur. 2) Examine the physiologic influence of swelling on 
the neuromuscular system. These findings are used to develop a theoretical 
framework for studying the influence of swelling on muscle recovery following TKA. 
3) Provide a review of the methods used for measuring lower extremity swelling, 
including Bioelectrical Impedance Spectrometry (BIS), and briefly discuss the clinical 











Tumor (swelling), along with rubor (redness), calor (heat), and dalor (pain) 
were the symptoms identified by Celsus in 40 AD,9 as a description of the body’s 
response to tissue insult. While our understanding and definition of the inflammatory 
process has become increasingly more complex since this early portrayal, the same 
basic characteristics are considered the cardinal signs of the body’s natural 
inflammatory response. Each symptom stems from the extensive mobilization of 
cells, cytokines, histamines, and other factors that occurs as a result infection, post-
ischemia, autoimmune injury, and trauma.10–12 This biological response is critical to 
immunity, tissue healing, and maintaining homeostasis of body function.11,13 In the 
case of TKA, a massive inflammatory response occurs as a result of the trauma to 
bone and soft tissue and to prevent infection.14 The inflammatory cascade begins 
immediately during the surgery with the destruction of cell membranes, releasing 
arachidonic acid leading to the mobilization of macrophages and mast cells from the 
incision site, recruitment of neutrophils from the vascular system, and the release of 
other mediators including TNF-alpha, nitric oxide (NO), interleukins, bradykinin, and 
nerve growth factor.14–16 This process will continue over the proceeding hours, days, 
and weeks as the body responds to the insult of surgery and begins the healing 
process.11 Substantial work has examined the inflammatory response and 
specifically how it relates to musculoskeletal trauma and function of the 
neuromuscular system.17,18 Furthermore, the influence of inflammatory cytokines on 
neuromuscular function are discussed briefly in the following section. However, the 




response in the lower extremity tissues following surgery.  
Swelling is an abnormal accumulation of fluid in body tissues and 
compartments.19,20 It is comprised of the previously described inflammatory 
constituents, blood, and plasma, but the majority of the observable swelling is 
caused by fluid that shifts down the osmotic gradient and into local tissues as these 
solids accumulate.20–22 Osmosis is a passive process by which fluid will move from 
areas of lower concentration of solution to areas with a higher concentration.23 
Therefore, as the inter- and intra-cellular spaces become inundated with 
inflammatory cells and cytokines, solute concentrations increase and fluid will follow. 
This process is observed in the tissues directly influenced by the surgery, but also 
occur in more distant tissues, and in the case of TKA, swelling is observed 
throughout the lower extremity. The collection of fluid in more distant tissues results 
as the massive influx of solute and fluid into the interstitial spaces; this fluid is forced 
into distant compartments as space becomes limited.21 Ultimately, swelling 
increases to excessive levels and a set shift in the homeostatic state of the 
neuromuscular system, both at a cellular and system wide level, is hypothesized to 
occur. This is supported by recorded changes in sensory organ signaling caused by 
artificially induced effusion (swelling), and large extra-cellular swelling can result in 
decreased metabolic function of muscle cells.24,25 The changes in sensory organ 
signaling and altered metabolic function will continue until swelling reduction allows 
homeostasis to be re-established or in the case of chronic swelling, a new 
homeostatic baseline is established.26 These processes have been observed in 




the swelling response is varied.   
Fully understanding the impact swelling plays in the recovery of 
neuromuscular function may be difficult. Nonetheless, by applying the perspective of 
a resultant “shift” in homeostasis, caused by swelling following TKA, we hypothesize 
that 1) excess swelling alters afferent signaling from peripheral sensory organs and 
2) mechanical damage to muscular tissue can occur. Both are likely to be 
contributors to the known reductions in muscular function and impaired performance 
seen in patients following TKA.2,27,28 
The Impact of Swelling on the Neuromuscular System 
The neuromuscular system is composed of the central and peripheral 
nervous systems and skeletal muscle. This system is responsible for controlling all 
voluntary movement. When the homeostatic equilibrium of the neuromuscular 
system is disrupted by any of a number of mechanisms including joint instability, 
pain, and swelling, atypical control of muscle contraction and movement is 
observed.29–32 Specifically, following TKA, reductions in knee extensor maximal force 
production and voluntary activation are observed.28,33,34 Other impairments include 
declines in submaximal force steadiness and proprioception.35–37 Taken together, 
measures of maximal force production, activation, submaximal force steadiness, and 
proprioception provide a robust picture of knee extensor neuromuscular function. 
Decline in neuromuscular function following surgery is often attributed to 
reduction in voluntary activation. This reduced voluntary activation is driven by 
arthrogenic muscle inhibition (AMI) and is the largest contributor to declining 




declines in maximal force production early after surgery than does muscle atrophy.40 
Other hypotheses for the cause of reduced neuromuscular function is that ischemia 
reperfusion injury41 can alter cellular function by altering cellular metabolism, 
resulting in cellular swelling and mechanical dysfunction in muscle contractions.25,42 
Each of these are hypothesized as potential contributors to substantial reductions in 
quadriceps muscle function following TKA. Quadriceps muscle function is critical to 
patient recovery, as it has been linked to poor physical performance in past 
studies.27,28 Therefore, understanding the mechanisms linking swelling to declines in 
neuromuscular function—and the resultant declines in patient performance—
remains a topic for examination.  
Swelling influence on motor control  
At a fundamental level, the force-producing ability of muscle depends on the 
nervous system recruitment and the size and contractibility of the muscle itself.43 
The motor control of muscle can then be subdivided into two properties: the number 
of motor units recruited and rate coding—or the firing frequency of the motor units.44 
Motor unit recruitment and rate coding are both controlled by the central nervous 
system, which responds in part to the environmental needs or restraints (sensory 
feedback).45 Consequently, alterations in sensory information can influence motor 
drive and inhibit recruitment and rate coding of motor units. In the case of alterations 
from sensory receptors in and around a joint AMI occurs. 
Arthrogenic muscle inhibition has been observed in the quadriceps muscles in 
patients with severe osteoarthritis,46 following a number of surgical procedures 




TKA.38,48 It has also been documented to occur with damage to other joints such as 
the ankle.30,49 Arthrogenic muscle inhibition of the quadriceps following TKA is 
attributed to changes in the discharge from sensory receptors in and around the 
knee joint. Alteration in sensory receptor discharge can be caused by a number of 
factors including inflammation, pain, joint laxity, loss of input from structures 
removed during surgery (e.g., anterior cruciate ligament), and swelling.38 It is 
hypothesized that swelling in the periphery disrupts the homeostatic state of the 
nervous system by increasing the firing of afferent nerve fibers. Classified as group II 
afferents, these receptors include Ruffini endings,50–52 Paciniform corpuscles,51,53 
and Golgi tendon organs.43,51,54,55 Each of these specific nerve endings are 
responsible for detecting stretch and pressure and are highly sensitive with low firing 
thresholds—making them especially sensitive to increased pressure associated with 
swelling. Interestingly, these receptors make up a relatively small number of the 
receptors present in and around the knee joint.56,57 Therefore, fibers of class III and 
IV are also indicated as being influenced by the presence of swelling. Fibers of class 
III and IV are high-threshold, unmyelinated or lightly myelinated fibers that typically 
have free nerve endings.58,59 These fibers are most commonly considered to be 
responsible for nociception, but respond to strong mechanical, thermal, or chemical 
stimuli.60 It is believed that they will have heightened sensitivity and increase 
discharge rates in response to increased intra-articular pressures and the change in 
chemical environment, observed with post-TKA lower extremity swelling.61,62  
The effect of swelling on afferent signaling has been demonstrated in a 




When the knee is injected with saline, the quadriceps experiences decreased force 
production,61,64 EMG activity,24 and H-reflex activity.65,66 A foundational study by 
McNair et al. 199667 found that injection of 60 ml of saline into the knee joint capsule 
of healthy participants caused a 30% (p<0.05) decline in knee extensor torque. 
While another studies found that injection of as little as 20 ml of saline can cause 
significant alterations in quadriceps strength and kinematics of the knee joint68 and 
that injections as low as 10 ml increase intra articular pressure (IAP) and cause 
increase afferent signaling.52,69 These manifestations of knee extensor strength loss, 
in the presence of knee joint effusion, are the result of an AMI driven reduction in 
voluntary activation.  
Using the central activation ratio to quantify muscle activation, Palmieri-Smith 
et al. 201364 found quadriceps activation deficits increased by an average of ~7% 
following knee joint effusion while Pietrosimone et al. 201470 found activation 
reduced on average by 4.7%. This decline in muscle activation is primarily 
hypothesized to be driven by increased activity of Ib inhibitory interneurons.38 As 
increased signaling from afferent receptors reach the spinal cord they synapse onto 
the Ib inhibitory interneurons which in turn synapse with the alpha motor neuron pool 
belonging to the group of muscles which the afferent signaling originated.38 These 
inhibitory interneurons are GABAergic in nature and their excitation results in 
decreased excitability of the alpha motor neuron pool. In this case, the inhibitory 
interneurons synapse with the motor neuron pool of the knee extensor muscles. This 
work has been primarily demonstrated in animal models. However, evidence from 




decreased cortical excitability and, therefore, is likely a result of altered afferent 
signaling at the level of the spinal cord.31 Another study showed that the introduction 
of artificial effusion in the knee causes increased excitability of the soleus motor pool 
while decreasing motor pool excitability in the knee extensors.68 This supports the 
direct influence this increased afferent signaling from the knee joint capsule has on 
the Ib interneurons, and ultimately the alpha motor neurons, innervating the knee 
extensors, but not other muscles. These findings further support the hypothesis that 
inhibition of knee extensor voluntary activation, caused by swelling, occurs 
subcortically. Unfortunately, the majority of literature examining the influence of 
effusion on afferent signaling and muscle function has been done either in animal 
models or in experimental settings, typically in healthy individuals. In the case of 
clinical presentations of swelling, the interaction of swelling with inflammation and 
the associated pain must also be considered.  
The muddy waters of inflammation and pain, occurring in parallel with post-
TKA swelling, makes it difficult to separate the influence of these factors on the 
nervous system from the influence of swelling. A multitude of past studies have 
examined the influence of inflammatory markers on afferent sensory signaling and 
motor recruitment.56,60,71 These studies have identified many factors that alter 
afferent signaling, but the list is diverse, continues to grow, and has failed to identify 
one best single target for intervention. Similarly, the pain experience is incredibly 
complex and well beyond the scope of this review. However, it is important to note a 
few findings which have described the interaction between swelling, pain, and 




To help distinguish the influence of swelling from pain, Palmari-Smith, et al. 
201364 used both painful and non-painful effusions of the knee and examined the 
influence on the central activation ratio. This study showed that both a painful and 
non-painful effusion resulted in the same level of inhibition of the quadriceps. 
Another study found that the injection of 15 ml of local anesthetic reduces pain and 
AMI following surgery.72,73 Interestingly, the results examining the influence of pain 
on AMI have been inconsistent. Multiple studies have reported poor correlations 
(r2<0.25) between pain severity and level of observed AMI in TKA40 and in patients 
with OA.74  
More consistent findings support the influence of inflammation on AMI. The 
presence of inflammation sensitizes peripheral nerves, and has been shown to 
increase afferent discharge and increase the sensitivity of nociceptors to non-painful 
stimuli, while also “awakening” silent receptors.22,56,57,59,75 In clinical studies, the use 
of corticosteroid injection has been shown to improve quadriceps peak torque and 
EMG activity by greater than 30%, even when controlling for the influence of 
pain.38,76 Likewise, the introduction of anesthetic to knees with OA led to 
improvements in AMI beyond that seen with aspiration alone.38  
It is likely that no one contributor—swelling, inflammation, or pain—is solely 
responsible for declines in neuromotor function following TKA. In fact, it is likely a 
combination of all three, interactions that exist between them, and potential other 
factors as well. However, by understanding how each is likely to cause AMI, working 
hypotheses can be developed to understand how swelling contributes to reductions 




Swelling and muscular function 
Following TKA, swelling of muscle tissue has been observed.42 In most cases 
this is attributed to damage caused by ischemia/reperfusion (IR) injury.15,41 
Ischemia-reperfusion injury occurs in two phases. In the first phase during the period 
of ischemia, the tissue undergoes periods of oxygen deficiency. In the second 
phrase, during reperfusion an inflammatory response occurs with the reintroduction 
of oxygen rich blood.77 The extent of the damage caused by IR is wide ranging and 
has been shown to have varied influence on different tissues types.78 In skeletal 
muscle, ischemia is hypothesized to result in the loss of critical energy stores of 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and glycogen, both of which cannot be created 
without available oxygen. Failure to provide sufficient energy, as a result of 
decreased availability of ATP, results in altered Na/K pumping and altered cell 
signaling, specifically, anabolic cell signaling.42 As the Na/K pump loses necessary 
energy stores and is unable to function appropriately, electrolyte imbalances occur 
between the intracellular and extracellular spaces leading to changes in osmotic 
gradients, and muscular swelling occurs as fluid shifts down the gradients.79,80 
Muyskens et al. 201642 found that within two hours of TKA all three muscle fiber 
types (types I, IIa, IIx) had undergone significant increases in cross sectional area as 
a result of direct swelling of the muscle cells. This swelling is hypothesized to 
decrease function of muscle cells based on findings from past studies of muscle 
tissue following eccentric exercise81 and after extreme bouts of exercise (i.e., high 
altitude ultra-marathons).25 




in muscle hardening an increased pressure, which is associated with fatigue and 
may potentially alter contractility.82 Vitiello et al. 201625 demonstrated a significant 
relationship between increased muscle cell swelling, measured by hydric volume 
and calf circumference, and decreases in plantar flexor force production. Reductions 
in force production related to muscle swelling have also been associated with 
sarcoplasmic reticulum swelling in rats. 83 Interestingly, similar osmotic shifts of fluid 
into muscular cells are seen in IR injury and altered sarcoplasmic reticulum function 
has been observed during the reperfusion portion of an IR injury.41,42,83 This damage 
is contributed to the production of oxygen free radicals, altering lipid membranes and 
causing altered cell signaling.15,84  
The influence of swelling directly on muscle cell contractility is less 
understood than the influence of swelling on the nervous system. However, it is well 
accepted that IR injury is common following TKA and can result in muscle cell 
swelling and significant damage to muscle tissue. Evidence from other patient 
populations support that muscular swelling may contribute to reductions in force 
producing ability. It may account for observations of weakness in muscle groups 
such as the knee flexors, hip extensors, hip abductors, and plantar flexors that 
cannot be explained by the same declines in voluntary activation seen in the knee 
extensors.85 Therefore, muscular swelling following TKA should be considered as a 
possible mechanism for strength loss, beyond that attributed to AMI. 
Measurement of Post-TKA Lower Extremity Swelling 
Many of the methods used clinically for the measurement of lower extremity 




or require specialized processing skills.86 The most common of these methods are 
circumferential measures with a tape measure, but swelling can also be assessed 
using water submersion volumetric measures, ultrasound, MRI, and computer 
modeling. Each of these methods have advantages and disadvantages, but arguably 
fail to provide the same level of accuracy, reliability, and cost/time effectiveness as 
does BIS. By discussing each of the available methods for measuring swelling 
following TKA, a case will be made for the implementation of BIS.  
Circumferential measures  
 
While circumferential measures are easily implemented in clinical practice 
and provide gross assessments of swelling, they may fail to detect small but 
potentially significant fluctuations in the swelling profile of the lower extremity. 
Circumferential measures of swelling have also been shown to have poor interrater 
reliability due to inconsistencies in landmark identification.87,88 Furthermore, it is 
likely that circumferential measures are greatly influenced by the level of superficial 
swelling, bony changes, and positioning of the lower extremity during testing. 
Circumferential measures provide a quick and affordable method for swelling 
assessment, but may miss important clinical changes, making them inappropriate for 
tracking the trajectory of post-TKA swelling and examining its influence on other 
outcomes. 
Volumetric water displacement  
The use of water displacement volumetric measures are based on the ancient 
method for volume measurement proposed by Archimedes.89 They have been 




the hand, arm, and foot.90 When used in each of these body segments volumetric 
water displacement was found to have high test-retest reliability and in a cohort of 
healthy adults it was found to have very little variability in day-to-day measures.89,90 
Unfortunately, the use of this measure in post-TKA populations has occurred on a 
limited basis as a result of an increased risk of infection with exposing a new incision 
to water.91 Furthermore, there are time and feasibility restraints associated with set 
up, and it is likely to provide inaccurate measurements if bandages are present. 
When compared directly to swelling measures collected using BIS, strong 
correlations have been shown.87,92 Specifically, Pichonnaz et al. 201592 found that 
BIS measures of LES following TKA significantly correlated with volumetric water 
displacement (rho=0.73). The known strong relationship between volumetric water 
displacement and BIS, along with the clear logistical advantages of using BIS, 
provide a strong argument for the use of BIS over volumetric water displacement in 
the measurement of LES following TKA. 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)  
Using magnetic fields, MRI is able to excite nuclear spin energy transitions 
and then measures the relaxation of hydrogen atoms. This information is used to 
generate images of tissue by detecting contrasts between the amount hydrogen 
present in the tissue. The high prevalence of hydrogen atoms present in edema, fat, 
muscle, and other biological tissues make MRI an effective way of measuring the 
presence of swelling. It is known to effectively visualize vascular diseases,93 leg 
edema associated with thrombosis and lymphedema,94 and increases in 




lymphedema.86,95 While it has been used to a lesser extent in TKA it is likely that 
MRI could provide useful information regarding the amount of post-TKA swelling. 
However, one of the biggest limitations to the use of MRI is artifact created by the 
metal implants following TKA and special processing must be used to manage the 
artifact.96,97 Other issues with MRI include the cost, time restraints, and availability—
all of which render it clinically unrealistic. The costs of a single MRI scan can run 
between several hundred and several thousand dollars, it takes a long time to 
perform and it remains largely unavailable to a majority of health care providers. 
Furthermore, the use of MRI requires specialized training for interpretation and can 
also be uncomfortable and unusable for some patients (e.g., patients with 
pacemakers).98 These limitations make the use of MRI for daily assessments of 
swelling following TKA unreasonable at the current time.  
Perometry  
Using an infrared scan, perometry can be used to calculate the volume of a 
limb and then compare that volume to the other limb.87 This technique produces 
accurate measurements of total limb volume, but requires specialized equipment 
and training.99,100 Furthermore, the price of the device can be prohibitive, limiting its 
use in most clinical settings.101  
Bioelectrical impedance spectrometry (BIS)  
Bioelectrical impedance provides an innovative, reliable, and easily 
implementable method to accurately measure lower extremity swelling. Flaws in the 
methods currently used to perform swelling measurement may be overcome with the 




composition, but has recently gained attention as a viable method for measuring 
swelling in the extremities.92,102 Based on the success of its use in quantifying 
swelling in the upper extremity in patients with chronic lymphatic conditions87,103 it 
has been proposed for use in conditions affecting the lower extremity. BIS is 
founded on the physical principles of capacitance and impedance, which innately 
vary in differing substances, including various body tissues.92,104 Therefore, by 
measuring the impedance to a current traveling from one surface electrode to 
another, the impedance of a segment can be determined, allowing for quantification 
of the level of swelling (i.e., fluid) present in the extremity.105 Depending on the goal 
of a BIS assessment, different current frequencies have been proposed. For the use 
as a swelling measure it is recommended that BIS be performed between 0 Hz 
(Direct current) and 20 kHz (20,000 Hz).102 Differing frequencies are hypothesized to 
capture different tissue compartments—values below 4000 Hz detecting only 
extracellular fluid changes and values above that capturing total tissue changes 
(both intracellular and extracellular). For the purposes of swelling measurement 
following TKA higher frequencies are ideal as swelling is believed to occur both 
within and around cells.87,104 
Bioelectrical impedance has been shown to have outstanding inter-rater 
reliability (ICC = 0.987) and intra-rater reliability (ICC = 0.993) in measures of upper 
extremity swelling.100 Furthermore, it was found to have high concurrent validity (r=-
.904) when compared to volumetric measures of upper extremity swelling.100 
Bioelectrical impedance spectrometry also has the benefits of ease of use and 




demonstrated to require less than five minutes to accurately perform swelling 
assessment.95 One concern for the use of BIS is the cost. Different devices range in 
price, but basic units can be purchased for approximately $1500 USD.106 This cost is 
much less than devices such as a perometer and is a fraction of the price of an MRI 
machine or the repeated use of MRI.86 Thus, BIS stands to advance clinical practice 
by providing clinicians with a tool that can be purchased at a feasible cost, can be 




Swelling occurs following TKA as a result of the inflammatory response that 
begins following the soft tissue and bone trauma experienced during surgery. The 
swelling itself consists primarily of fluid that is shifted into cells and interstitial spaces 
by osmotic forces present due to the large concentration of inflammatory cytokines, 
immune cells, electrolytes and proteins present in the area of trauma. Following 
TKA, lower extremity swelling is hypothesized to contribute to reductions in 
quadriceps muscle function. This is primarily hypothesized to occur through AMI, 
caused by alterations in afferent signaling from peripheral receptors, but swelling 
may also reduce strength by influencing muscle tissue metabolism as the cells swell. 
Due to the strong relationship between quadriceps strength and functional 
performance, targeting mechanisms responsible for declines in strength remains a 
necessity. Unfortunately, without a reliable and accurate measure of swelling 
studying the influence of swelling in clinical population, such as the TKA population, 




measurements, water submersion volumetric measures, or MRI all come with 
serious limitations in accuracy, reliability, and feasibility. However, new evidence 
supporting the use of bioelectrical impedance spectrometry for the measurement of 
swelling has provided an innovative and useful approach. 
Preliminary evidence investigating the use of BIS has been promising, but 
continued work is needed to validate the measure and to provide important 
psychometric properties that can be used for clinical interpretation. Ultimately, by 
having an accurate, reliable, and feasible measure of swelling, a reference for the 
trajectory of post-TKA swelling can be developed and it can be used with BIS to 
monitor patient recovery following surgery. Furthermore, the ability to accurately 
measure swelling will allow for continued investigation into the relationships between 
























PSYCHOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF THE BIOELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROMETRY MEASURMENT OF LOWER EXTREMITY SWELING 
FOLLOWING TOTAL KNEE ARTHROPLASTY1 
Abstract 
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is the most common elective orthopedic 
surgery performed in the United States. Following surgery patients experience 
significant lower extremity swelling that is related to poor satisfaction with surgery 
and is hypothesized to contribute to functional decline. However, in practice, 
accurate and reliable methods for measuring lower extremity swelling do not exist. 
The purpose of this study was to provide important psychometric properties of an 
innovative approach, bioelectrical impedance spectrometry (BIS), for measuring 
post-TKA lower extremity swelling. Swelling in 56 patients (64.3±9.3 years; 29 
males) was measured before and after TKA using BIS and circumferential measures 
(CM). Reliability of the measures were calculated using Interclass Correlation 
Coefficients (ICC). Precision of the measures were provided using standard error of 
the measurement, confidence in the score (90%), and minimal detectable change 
(MDC90). Mean and median values and change values between time points for BIS 
and circumferential measures are provided. Bioelectrical impedance spectrometry 
was found to have greater reliability following surgery compared to CM (ICC= .99 vs. 
.68). BIS had a lower MDC90, indicating improved ability to detect minute 
fluctuations in swelling. These results indicate that BIS improves the accuracy and 
                                            




reliability of swelling measurement compared to CM. 
Introduction 
 
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA), the most commonly performed elective 
orthopedic surgery in the United States 107, is regarded as a highly successful 
procedure for relieving pain in people with severe knee osteoarthritis 8,108. However, 
the procedure is highly invasive and the associated tissue damage causes a major 
inflammatory response. Soft tissue (skin and connective tissue) incisions begin the 
inflammatory cascade 10,12, while cutting of bone continues the release of pro-
inflammatory cytokines and extensive bleeding into and around the joint 14. This 
cascade of tissue injury and physiologic response results in an effusion of blood, 
protein, immune cells, fluid, and other exudate into the extra cellular space 15. As the 
extra cellular spaces of the lower extremity swell, a shift in the osmotic gradient also 
causes intracellular swelling 42,109. The result is a substantial amount of lower 
extremity swelling both between and within the cells. 
Swelling of the lower extremity following TKA has been reported by patients 
to negatively influence the perception of recovery 7, is hypothesized to reduce 
quadriceps muscle function 5,6,38,66, contributes to declines in range of motion (ROM) 
3,4,110, and is associated with higher pain 111. Going a step further, past evidence has 
shown that quadriceps strength loss, poor range of motion, and pain can all 
contribute to impaired physical function following surgery. Despite evidence linking 
swelling to post-TKA impairments that contribute to functional limitations, this 
obvious clinical target has been difficult to study and manage due to limitations in the 




supporting the use of Bioelectrical Impedance Spectrometry (BIS) as a measure of 
swelling in chronic lymphedema 86,87,95 and orthopedic conditions 5,105.  
Historically used as a measure of body composition, BIS measures the 
impedance to a current, imperceptible to humans, passed through the limb. By 
measuring minute fluctuations in impedance, increases and decreases in swelling 
across the entire lower extremity can be accurately captured.106 This method likely 
provides a more sensitive assessment of lower extremity swelling than more 
commonly used circumferential measurements (CM). Due to the ability of CM to only 
capture superficial changes in swelling, missing changes within deeper tissues and 
compartments (e.g., the knee joint capsule), CM likely fail to detect small yet 
meaningful fluctuations that are captured by BIS 87. CM also fails to detect swelling 
known to occur across the entire leg following TKA 112, as it is typically only 
performed at one or two locations due to time restrictions 87. On the other hand, BIS 
measures swelling throughout the entirety of the leg in a timely manner 87. 
Additionally, circumferential measures may be inaccurate and unreliable during the 
early post-operative period because of the presence of bandaging and dressings 
(Pichonnaz et al., 2013). Whereas, the set-up of BIS allows for assessment without 
influence from dressings or bandages92.  
Previous work has validated BIS measurement of swelling following TKA92, 
but important metrics including standard error of the measurement, minimal 
detectible change, and expected interval change values need to be produced. These 
properties are critical to clinical use of BIS as they will inform the use of the measure 




time, the expected error in the measurement, and what value of increase or 
decrease is considered a true measurable change. Furthermore, an assessment of 
how BIS compares to CM will add context to the interpretation of BIS measurement.   
This study was designed to 1) produce psychometric properties of BIS and CM of 
swelling including the test-retest reliability, standard error of the measurement, and 
minimal detectable change (MDC90) and 2) examine how the psychometrics of BIS 
compare to those of CM. This evidence will provide essential information to 
clinicians and researchers as they interpret BIS measurements of swelling post-TKA. 
Methods 
Subjects 
Data used in this analysis were collected from participants enrolled in a 
longitudinal, observational study. All participants were between 40-90 years of age, 
were scheduled to undergo primary, unilateral TKA, and had a primary diagnosis of 
osteoarthritis. Participant enrollment took place between December 2015 and April 
2017. There were 224 participants screened and 56 were consented and enrolled. 
Exclusions included neurological conditions or unstable orthopedic conditions 
limiting participation, history of orthopedic surgery or trauma within one year of study 
enrollment, or diagnosis of a condition known to result in lower extremity edema. All 
participants consented to and received study procedures approved by the Colorado 
Multiple Institutional Review Board (#15-1419). 
Study design 
Data used in this study were collected as part of a longitudinal, observational 




before and after TKA. All enrolled participants were scheduled for surgery at the 
University of Colorado Hospital by one of three surgeons. Following surgery, all 
patients received standard of care rehabilitation in the hospital, including education 
on swelling management through cryotherapy and leg elevation. Upon discharge, 
patients were allowed to pursue therapy of their choice and no specific swelling 
interventions were provided. Pre-operative assessments were performed between 5 
and 15 days prior to surgery. Post-operative assessments occurred at 7 discrete 
time points to allow for an accurate description of the trajectory of post-TKA swelling. 
For the purposes of this analysis, data from the pre-operative, 2-week, and 6-week 
assessments were used. These time points were chosen to assess responsiveness 
of the BIS measure to changes in swelling, as it was important that we performed 
the assessments over a period that significant levels of increase and decrease were 
expected. The six weeks following TKA is a window of time expected to have these 
changes.  
Outcome measures 
Bioelectrical Impedance Spectrometry (BIS) was used to quantify lower 
extremity swelling at each assessment time point. Bioelectrical Impedance 
Spectrometry was performed using a four-wire measurement method, consisting of 
two current-injecting electrodes and two measuring electrodes that detect the 
voltage drop across the limb. No universally accepted method for the placement of 
the electrodes exists 87, thus, a method was chosen that would focus specifically on 
swelling changes in the lower extremity, not influenced by visceral fluid changes. 




second ray on the dorsal surface of the foot (separated by 10 cm) and 10 and 20 cm 
proximal to the superior pole of the patella on the anterior surface of the thigh (figure 
1). The RJL Systems Quantum® (Clinton Township, MI) bioelectrical impedance 
device delivers a 2.5 µA alternating current at a frequency of 50 kHz. The tissue 
impedance to this current, is displayed in Ohms (Ω) and is recorded at a precision of 
1 Ω. The level of impedance met by the current reflects the composition of the 
tissue, but will also fluctuate with the presence of swelling in the lower extremity. 
Lower levels of impedance represent the increased fluid content present with greater 
levels of swelling. Measuring the impedance of both the involved and uninvolved 
limb allows for calculation of a ratio (W-involved limb: W-uninvolved limb).  
Circumferential Measure of Swelling were taken at the superior pole of the patella 
(SPP) and 10 cm proximal to the SPP (10cmSPP), around the thigh, using a 
standard weighted retractable, medical tape measure. Measures were collected on 
the involved and uninvolved limb and recorded to the 10th of a cm (mm). Values 
were presented as a ratio of the involved limb to the uninvolved limb.   
Analysis 
Descriptive statistics including mean, SD, median, and quartiles were applied 
to summarize the patient population, including, age, height, weight, BMI. Interclass 
correlation coefficients (ICC 2,1) and 95% CI were calculated to describe test-retest 
reliability of BIS and circumferential measure of swelling 113. Standard error of the 
measurement (SEM), calculated using SEM= SD *Ö(1-r), where r is the ICC 
correlation coefficient, and the associated 95% CI were used to quantify the 




Figure 1. Showing the set up for Bioelectrical impedance measurement of lower 
extremity swelling. 
 
associated with the measured value was calculated at a 90% CI by multiplying the 
point estimate for the SEM by the z-value associated with the 90% CI. The result of 
this error calculation was used to calculate the minimal detectible change at the 90% 
confidence level (MDC90), by using the following formula: MDC90= SEM* 1.65 * Ö2. 
A change greater than MDC90 is often interpreted as a true change in the measure 
115,116.  
Results 
Baseline characteristics of the participants including mean age, BMI, height, 
weight, and sex frequency are presented in table 1. Histograms for percent swelling 
of BIS, SPP, and 10cmSPP measures at each time point are presented in figures 
2,3, and 4. The plots from two and six weeks post-TKA show that BIS generally 




contralateral limb, while CM never had values greater than 20%. Furthermore, in 
several cases, CM was found to have lower levels of swelling in the involved limb 
compared to the uninvolved limb, which was never the case for BIS.  
Table 1. Demographic information for participants included in the study. (N=56) 
 
Characteristic Mean (SD) or N (%) Median (IQR) 
Age 64.3 (9.3) 65 (57, 71.5) 
Male 29 (52%) - 
Height (cm) 171.9 (11.0) 172.7 (162.6, 180.3) 
Weight (kg) 94.4 (21.3) 91.3 (77.8, 107.6) 
BMI (Kg/m2) 31.8 (5.5) 30.9 (26.9, 37.7) 
 
Figure 2. Frequency distributions at pre-TKA assessment for A) BIS B) SPP 








Figure 3. Frequency distributions at 2-week assessment for A) BIS B) SPP 
circumference, and C) 10cmSPP 
 
Figure 4. Frequency distributions at 6-week assessment for A) BIS B) SPP 










Table 2 provides the results of the reliability analysis (ICC) and estimates of 
the SEM and MDC90. BIS was found to be highly reliable with ICC values higher 
than .8 before and after surgery, while circumferential measures were much lower. 
The MDC90 estimates were lower at all time points for BIS than for CM at the SPP 
and 10 cm proximal (table 2). It should be noted that ICC and MDC90 values for CM 
should be interpreted with caution due to small sample sizes. 
Table 3 presents the mean and median scores for each measure of swelling 
at all three time points. Table 4 provides the change scores for each measure over 
the two intervals. The information presented in table 4 demonstrates that when 
measured by tape measure or BIS, patients experience a measurable increase in 
swelling from baseline to 2-weeks post-TKA, followed by a decrease or return 








Table 2. Reliability and Minimal Level of Detectable Change for BIS, SPP CM, and 10cmSPP CM measures of swelling. 
Pre-op values were taken prior to surgery and follow-up was performed at either the two or six-week follow-up visit.  
 
Variable 
Time N ICC (95% CI) SEM (95% CI) 
Confidence in 





















































Table 3. Mean (SD) and Median (IQR) for BIS, SPP CM, and 10cmSPP CM of swelling. (*N=45) 

























































Table 4. Change Scores with 95% CIs for BIS, SPP CM, and 10cmSPP CM of 
swelling over interval 1 and 2. Change was calculated as 2 week minus pre-TKA 
(interval 1) and 6 week minus 2 week (interval 2). 
 
Negative values indicate increase in swelling when measured using BIS, while 
negative values for CM indicate decreases in swelling.  
 
Discussion 
Accurately and reliably measuring lower extremity swelling following TKA has 
implications for patient care and clinical research. This study has characterized the 
psychometric parameters of BIS, an innovative method of measuring lower extremity 
swelling, and compared it to a more commonly used approach of CM.  
Bioelectrical Impedance Spectrometry  is used to detect fluctuations in current 
impedance produced by body tissues106. Based on the general understanding of 
differences in fluid and solid conductivity, it can be assumed that with increased fluid 
volume, in and around a tissue, increased conductivity (decreased impedance) will 
be observed 106. Using this method, BIS has long been used to determine 
differences in body composition (fat vs. muscle) 104,117, and to determine different 
tissue histology 118,119, interestingly, it was not until more recently that BIS has been 
investigated for use in the measurement of swelling following TKA.  
Accurate measurement of swelling following TKA has potential to influence clinical 
care and future research. An accurate and reliable measurement of swelling will 
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allow clinicians to identify significant changes in swelling in relation to an expected 
recovery trajectory and develop useful prognostic estimates. Better measurement of 
swelling will also help clinicians in management, which may improve strength and 
ROM and ultimately result in improved physical performance. While researchers will 
benefit from an improved ability to examine the influence swelling has on critical 
aspects of recovery (e.g., quadriceps strength).  
To validate BIS as a useful tool for measuring post-TKA swelling, Pichonnaz 
et al. 201592 showed that BIS had inter-rater reliability as high as .98 and intra-rater 
reliability as high as .99. They also found that BIS significantly correlated with 
volumetric (spearman= 0.73) and circumferential measures (spearman= 0.75) of 
swelling. These are important assessments of BIS, but the interpretation of the 
findings in clinical practice and clinical research require an understanding of the 
sensitivity to change and error associated with the measure. Therefore, we produced 
the psychometric properties we feel are critical to the implementation of BIS as a 
measure of post-TKA lower extremity swelling.  
As hypothesized, BIS was found to be a reliable and sensitive measure of swelling 
before and after surgery. The high level of reliability in combination with small levels 
of error in the measurement (SEM), provides a measure that is able to detect small 
amounts of change.  
Minimal detectable change 90 is an important metric as it provides 
information regarding what is considered a “true” change. Minimal detectable 
change 90 is derived from the SEM and the 90% CI of the normal distribution. 




test-retest reliability, the MDC90 reflects the reliability and error of the measure. 
When considering lower extremity swelling, day-to-day and within day fluctuations 
(e.g., following activity or rest) are expected. Therefore, it is necessary to identify 
change that is considered “true” within session change and not just a result of 
variability in the measure. This informs clinical decision making on the effectiveness 
of an intervention. For example, when a patient attends physical therapy two weeks 
following TKA and receives an intervention to reduce swelling, pre- and post- 
treatment measurements are likely taken to determine the effectiveness of the 
intervention. If using BIS, the clinician could consider a percent reduction in swelling 
greater than or equal to ~2% a true detectable change in swelling. Within session 
MDC90 values presented here are critical to clinical decision-making, but data 
demonstrating how swelling is expected to change over time is also necessary.  
The mean and median values, along with the percent change scores over the 
two intervals, presented in tables 3 & 4, provide relevant information regarding the 
measurement of lower extremity swelling before and after surgery. Mean and 
median values at the baseline assessment demonstrate the presence of negligible 
amounts of swelling. At two and six weeks following surgery, large increases in 
swelling from baseline are observed. More specifically the observed swelling 
magnitude was 27% on average at two weeks post-TKA, but decreased to 22% on 
average at six weeks. This observed mean change is indicative of the expected 
trajectory of swelling following TKA—characterized by a rapid increase in swelling 
from pre-TKA through two weeks post-TKA and the slower reduction of swelling from 




seen in rehabilitation. In future work, aimed at producing a clinical reference chart for 
the trajectory of post-TKA swelling, the mean (SD), median (IQR), and MDC90 data 
will be critical for interpreting an individual patient’s trajectory in relation to the 
reference chart.  
When comparing the findings from BIS to that of CM, interesting observations 
were made. Specifically, when examining the differences in reliability and MDC90 of 
the measures.  
The ICCs for BIS before and after surgery were found to be .82 and .99, 
respectively. This is in contrast to the lower values produced by the CM. ICC values 
for CM were wide ranging and less useful, due to a confidence interval that included 
negative values. This is a result of greater within-subject variability than between-
subject variability and demonstrates the challenges in reliably performing CM. These 
poor reliability coefficients resulted in higher values of the MDC90 than BIS and 
suggest that BIS is likely to detect smaller fluctuations in lower extremity swelling. 
Interestingly, despite the differences in reliability and MDC90, BIS and the CM 
identified the same trends in swelling fluctuation. Both measures detected minimal 
swelling pre-TKA, the highest levels at the 2-week time point, and slightly lower 
levels at 6 weeks. However, the magnitude of swelling change detected was 
different. BIS detected a mean change of 26% from pre-TKA to 2 weeks, while CM 
of the SPP showed a 10% change and CM of 10cmSPP only a 4% change. The 
similarity in trend supports the idea that the same construct (i.e., lower extremity 
swelling) is being collected by both BIS and CM, while the much larger magnitude 




changes throughout the limb.  
This study has limitations. The reliability testing done in this study was limited 
to a much smaller sample than the total number of participants tested. This was a 
result of only one tester availability during a large proportion of testing, preventing 
the use of all patient assessments and ultimately limiting the interpretability of the 
ICC and MDC90 values for CM. Secondly, this study was only designed to examine 
swelling over the first six weeks following TKA, as this period was hypothesized to 
be the most critical window for swelling change and likely to avoid influence of 
muscle atrophy. At six weeks post-TKA, quadriceps and hamstring atrophy is 
typically minimal, but should still be noted as a possible confounder to CM. Lastly, 
this study only examined the comparison of BIS to CM. It did not look at the use of 
other measures including water submersion 89, MRI 26, or diagnostic ultrasound 120. 
While these measures are used for swelling assessment, they are less commonly 
used clinically due to cost (i.e., MRI) and may be contraindicated early after surgery 
(i.e., water submersion); future work should examine how BIS assessment 
compares to other methods. 
Conclusions 
With the ever-increasing prevalence of TKA procedures, continued work must 
be done to improve recovery for patients and to streamline rehabilitation practices. 
Swelling of the lower extremity often occurs at a large magnitude following TKA, 
management of this swelling can assist in patient recovery and influence other 
important outcomes. However, methods for measurement that are clinically feasible, 




and sensitive to minute fluctuations in swelling. Thus, it is able to provide accurate 
assessments of swelling and track changes in lower extremity swelling following 
TKA. It improves on the more commonly performed method of CM through greater 
reliability, improved sensitivity, and complete assessment of swelling across the 
entire lower extremity, including deeper tissues. Psychometric properties presented 
here will improve the confidence in the use of BIS in other investigations of lower 
extremity swelling following TKA. They will also provide clinicians with an 
understanding of how BIS data can be interpreted for an individual patient’s swelling 








DEVELOPMENT OF A REFERENCE CHART TO MONITOR POSTOPERATIVE 
SWELLING FOLLOWING TOTAL KNEE ARTHOPLASTY2  
Abstract 
 
Background: Swelling following total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is related to knee 
extensor strength loss and patient perceptions of recovery. Unfortunately, 
information regarding the trajectory of post-TKA swelling is lacking. Using innovative 
methods, this study developed a centile reference chart for the trajectory of post-
TKA swelling. 
Methods: Fifty-six participants (52% male, 64±9.5 y/o) were enrolled in the study. 
Swelling was measured at 7 assessments over the first 6 weeks following surgery. 
Data was split into development and test sets (70%/30%, respectively) to allow for a 
development and a validation step. Forty subjects (223 observations) were used for 
the development set and 16 subjects (96 observations) were used in the test set. 
The 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th centiles were fit and tested with model distributions 
of increasing complexity and the parameters optimized. The Schwarz Bayesian 
Criterion (SBC) was used to test model fit. The model with the lowest SBC and best 
centile fit was then validated in the test set of data. 
Results: The Normal Distribution was found to be the best fitting model in the 
development set with and SBC of 1700.41. When fit in the validation set the Normal 
Distribution model had no significant differences between the observed and 
expected centile representation. 
                                            




Conclusions: Using the flexible model building approach we generated an accurate 
centile model of the trajectory of post-TKA swelling. This model provides 




To improve the monitoring of patients’ recovery and aid in the development of 
individualized treatment approaches following total knee arthroplasty (TKA), 
accurate and informative references are needed.121 Currently, most evidence 
designed to describe recovery consists only of a single predicted point estimate or 
group-level mean at a specific postoperative time point (e.g., 3 months, 6 months, 1 
year).122,123 This information describes how a sample or population recovers in 
aggregate, but it is less helpful in informing assessments of an individual patient’s 
recovery. No individual patient is the average patient and individual patients should 
ideally be monitored continuously throughout recovery, rather than at discrete 
intervals typically used in research.124,125 
We propose the development of a model of recovery that provides information 
for the range of possible outcomes (centiles), accounting for the variability occurring 
around the median estimate, known as a reference chart. Reference charts are an 
intuitive and informative framework for monitoring an individual patient’s progress in 
health care. This type of modeling has been used to monitor child growth with what 
is known as child growth charts. These references of the median and centile growth 
trajectories of children, provide health care providers with helpful information in 




child compares to that of the population, decisions can be made to properly provide 
care to the child if they are at or below a healthy size. Expanding the use of these 
methods to the development of recovery trajectories in other health conditions could 
hold similar promise as an intuitive framework for monitoring progress and informing 
shared decisions.129 This is especially the case in the management of post-TKA 
conditions with wide ranging variability and an observable period of recovery, such 
as lower extremity swelling. 
Although postoperative swelling is a major complaint for patients following 
TKA7,8 and often a focus of early postoperative rehabilitation,2 current estimates on 
the trajectory of post-TKA swelling are not informative.5 The lack of informative 
estimates has contributed to historically poor assessments of swelling typically 
performed using circumferential measures. Circumferential measures are highly 
imprecise and influenced greatly by bandaging and dressings early after 
surgery.87,112 Furthermore, studies have been unable to use measures such as 
bioelectrical impedance spectrometry (BIS) for the development of trajectories 
because information for its use is lacking.106 Through the Implementation of BIS, 
more precise measures of swelling can be performed and informative trajectories 
can be developed. These trajectories would provide information regarding the time 
course expected for increase and recovery of lower extremity swelling, define the 
expected magnitude of swelling, and account for the large amount of variability that 
occurs over time. Therefore, the following study was designed to develop and 
validate a reference chart for the trajectory of post-TKA swelling, measured using 




monitoring lower extremity swelling following TKA. 
Methods 
 
Data used in this analysis were collected as part of a longitudinal, 
observational study conducted at the University of Colorado Denver. Swelling 
measurements were collected from 56 people undergoing surgery by one of three 
surgeons at the University of Colorado Hospital and were collected prior to surgery 
and at seven different assessments over the first 7 weeks post-TKA. The spread of 
assessments maximized coverage over the first ~6 weeks following surgery and this 
time interval was chosen to provide the most relevant window for the recovery of 
post-TKA swelling.130 All outcomes were collected by the same team of four 
researchers trained in all testing methods and data was stored in Research 
Electronic Data Capture (REDCap), a secure web-based software.131 People 
enrolled in the study participated in routine physical therapy care that did not include 
specific management for swelling and were only educated to elevate the surgical leg 
when sitting or lying. Inclusion criteria for the study were as follows: undergoing a 
primary, unilateral TKA for osteoarthritis and aged between 50 and 90 y/o. 
Exclusions included neurological conditions or unstable orthopedic conditions 
limiting participation, history of orthopedic surgery or trauma within one year of study 
enrollment, or diagnosis of a condition known to result in lower extremity edema. All 
participants consented to and received study procedures approved by the Colorado 
Multiple Institutional Review Board (COMIRB #15-1419). 
Swelling assessment 




validated for the measurement of swelling in patients with upper extremity 
lymphedema87 and in patients following TKA, including previous work from our 
laboratory.92,105,130 All measurements were taken using an RJL systems Quantum II 
body composition analyzer© (Clinton Township, MI) and recorded in Ohms. Two 
electrodes were placed over the second ray on the dorsum of the foot separated by 
10 cm and two were placed on the thigh, 10 and 20 cm proximal to the superior pole 
of the patella (figure 1). Swelling values are presented as percentage difference in 
the involved limb to the uninvolved limb using the formula: (1-(involved 
BIS/uninvolved BIS))*100.  By normalizing to the uninvolved limb, BIS 
measurements accounted for differences in body composition between subjects and 
allowed us to accurately measure changes in fluid status between the limbs.87 



















Model building was performed using data split into development and test sets 
to allow for a development and a validation step to the model building. This was 
done using a 70%/30% split as previously described.127 Therefore, 40 subjects (223 
observations) were used for the development set and the remaining 16 subjects (96 
observations) were used in the test set. BIS measurements were found to vary over 
time following surgery in terms of median, variance, skewness, and kurtosis of the 
distributions. Therefore, we compared GAMLSS models with underlying distributions 
of increasing complexity. The Normal Distribution (NO) allowed us to model the 
median and variance over time, the Box-Cox Cole and Green (BCCG) distribution 
allowed us to model the median, variance and skewness over time, and Box-Cox 
Power Exponential (BCPE) distribution allowed us to model the median, variance, 
skewness and kurtosis over time. Model parameters for the number of smoothing 
spline knots and transformation of time were optimized using the “find.hyper” 
function in the GAMLSS (GAMLSS 4.4.0)132 package. Model fit for the three 
distributions were compared using the Schwarz Bayesian Criterion (SBC) and by 
examining appropriateness of centile fit. The best fitting model was validated 
examining its performance in the test data. The actual percentage of observations 
below each of the specified centiles was compared to the expected value using z-
tests for proportions.  
Results 
Demographic information for the development and test sets are provided in 




age and BMI, or mean levels of baseline swelling. A total of 319 swelling 
assessments were performed. Participants included in the development set 
underwent TKA between December 2015 and December 2016, while those included 
in the test set received surgery between December 2016 and May 2017.  
Reference chart development and validation 
Using the “find.hyper” function, the optimum time transformation was 0.01 and 
the optimum number of smoothing spline knots for each parameter are provided in 
table 2. These parameters were used to build each model and the resultant SBC 
values and centile representations were established (Table 2). The Normal 
Distribution was found to have the lowest SBC, while each model had acceptable 
centile representation (Figure 2). Due to the similarity in the model centiles we made 
our decision based on SBC score and the preferred approach of using a simpler 
model (least degrees of freedom). The model chosen from the development set was 
the Normal Distribution, which was then validated by fitting the centiles over the test 
data set (16 participants, 96 observations). The model demonstrated satisfactory 
performance in the test set and no centile significantly differed from its expected 
proportion (Figure 2).  
Table 1. Descriptive variables for development and test data. T-test was used to 
compare proportions and chi-square was used to compare frequency counts (i.e., 
sex). Significance was set at p<0.05. 
  Development Test  p-value 
N (obs.) 40 (223) 16 (96)  - 
Age (mean;SD) 64.8;9.07 63.3;9.9 0.52 
Sex (% male) 55% 44% 0.1 
BMI (mean;SD) 32.5;5.5 30.0;5.2 0.08 








Table 2. Schwarz Bayesian Criterion (SBC) and centile proportions for each of the tested distributions in the development 




Parameters              
  
df(mu)= 3, df(sigma)=0, 
df(nu)=1, df(tau)=1             
                
  Model DF SBC 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 
NO 7 1700.41 9.87 26.46 50.67 74.89 87.44 
BCCG 10 1714.58 10.31 27.35 50.22 75.34 88.79 
BCPE 13 1724.65 9.42 25.11 52.02 75.78 88.34 
df(mu)= number of degrees of freedom for the median parameter 
df(sigma)= number of degrees of freedom for the variance parameter 
df(nu)= number of degrees of freedom for the skewness parameter 





Figure 2. A) Plots of NO, BCCG, and BCPE distributions on development data. B) 
Final NO model displayed on test data with observed proportions of each centile and 













































































































Figure 3) Reference chart of post-TKA swelling over first 50 post-operative days. 
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Final reference chart 
 
The final reference chart of the trajectory of post-TKA swelling is provided in 
Figure 3. This model captures a period of rapid increase and subsequent decrease 
in swelling, seen across all centiles, occurring over the first 15 days post-TKA. This 
is followed by an attenuation in the rate of decline of swelling from days 15-50 
following surgery.  At the later time-points (~6 weeks), the 10th percentile indicates 
~10% swelling of the involved limb relative to the uninvolved limb, while the 90th 
percentile of patients had values that were 35% or higher than the uninvolved limb. 
The reference chart provided in Figure 3 can be used to monitor individual patient 
swelling over the first 7 weeks following TKA.  
Discussion 
This study used innovative methods for the measurement of swelling (BIS) 
and the development of a centile reference chart displaying the trajectory of post-
TKA swelling over the first 50 days following surgery. Across all centiles (10th, 25th, 
50th, 75th, and 90th) a common trajectory is observed. This is characterized by rapid 
increases in swelling during the days immediately following surgery—approximately 
10% a day over the first three days—with swelling peaking across all centiles at 6-8 
days post-TKA.  Swelling peak ranged significantly between centiles; the 10th centile 
peaked below 25% swelling, while the 50th centile reached 35% and the 90th centile 
peaked at approximately 47%. Following the first week of continued increase in 
swelling, a downward trend is noted, with a decrease toward day 50. Interestingly, 
even at 50 days post-TKA all centiles demonstrate swelling values higher than the 




swelling in 18% of satisfied patients while 36% of unsatisfied patients have 
persistent swelling.7 Generally speaking, following TKA swelling seems to follow a 
fairly common trajectory across all patients, but a large amount of variability in the 
magnitude of swelling is observed.  
The centile reference chart presented here allows for visualization of the 
trajectory of lower extremity swelling and its variability following TKA—improving 
substantially on previous estimations of post-TKA swelling. It will help to inform 
clinicians and patients about the expected recovery of swelling and help inform 
future investigations aimed managing swelling at critical times during the 
postoperative period.  
Until recently the measurement of swelling following TKA was primarily done 
using circumferential methods or other techniques. 86,87,90 These techniques either 
lack the precision and reliability needed to develop useful trajectories (i.e., 
circumferential measures), or they are not feasibly performed in the clinic (i.e., water 
submersion).87,90 The introduction of BIS as a measure of post-TKA swelling has 
provided a new and promising approach that improves on older techniques.5,87,92 
However, even with emerging evidence supporting the use of BIS as an effective 
swelling measure, to date, no clinically useful trajectory of post-TKA swelling has 
been produced, and in most cases the best available evidence is mean and SD 
information available only at specified points in time.6,133 Thus, no information exists 
to inform the expected recovery trajectory across all patients following TKA. Pua 
20155 used BIS to measure swelling after TKA and demonstrated the average level 




a similar trajectory to that produced in the current study, demonstrating similar rapid 
increases in swelling early after surgery and slower declines in the days and weeks 
following. It also supports the current finding that swelling remains beyond 7 weeks 
post-TKA. However, the plot of post-TKA swelling provided by Pua only presents the 
sample mean and fails to provide information regarding the variability in the recovery 
of swelling. Thus, the expected trajectory of those patients with more or less swelling 
cannot be interpreted. By plotting the centiles, the current model provides 
information critical to determining how an individual relates to the population and 
allows for interpretation of expected recovery across varying levels of swelling. 
Swelling has been identified by patients as critical to successful recovery and health 
care providers including, nurses, physicians, and physical therapist are often 
consulted by patients regarding the expected trajectory and duration of 
swelling.7,8,134,135 Furthermore, lower extremity swelling is hypothesized to influence 
other critical elements of functional recovery and pain management following 
TKA.5,6,136 Specifically, past evidence has shown that swelling is related to worse 
strength and slower walking speeds over the first 90 postoperative days.5 
Considering the impact swelling has on patients’ perceptions of recovery and its 
potential to delay recovery of function, swelling emerges as an important target for 
intervention. The authors ascertain that an improved understanding of the post-TKA 
swelling trajectory will benefit clinical practice by helping with the placement of 
patient expectations, assisting in patient monitoring, and helping to identify targets 
for intervention in those patients presenting with detrimental levels of swelling. 




one is preparing to discharge from the hospital and has asked the health care 
providers how quickly the swelling will reach its peak, the maximum level it can be 
expected to reach, and when to expect a noticeable reduction?  Patient two is four 
weeks out of surgery and participating in outpatient rehabilitation. Swelling has been 
a continual issue for this patient and appears to be interfering with the recovery of 
function. Without a clinically useable depiction of the trajectory of post-TKA swelling 
these patients and their providers are left with very little information.  
The use of a reference chart to support monitoring of post-TKA swelling by 
BIS could lead to improvements in care. The use of a reference chart would allow 
providers to easily convey information regarding prognosis and help to properly 
place patient expectations—alleviating the concerns of patient one. It also allows for 
the easy visualization of a patient’s swelling values in relation to others who have 
undergone the surgery. By simply plotting the swelling values on the reference chart 
shared decision making can be enhanced, allowing the patient and the provider to 
discuss swelling status and management strategies. This could assist in the 
development of a treatment strategy for patient two as the patient and the provider 
work together to develop an effective treatment plan to address ongoing swelling 
issues and monitor its progress over time.  
This study has limitations. The small sample size may make the estimation of 
the centiles on the periphery less precise (e.g., 10th and 90th) and could limit the 
ability to detect differences in the distributions. However, the outer centiles remain 
stable in this approach because they are estimated along with the central ones. The 




been lost with smoothing. However, by testing the reference chart in a validation 
step further support is provided that by restricting the flexibility in our model we do 
not experience large changes when applied to new data. The time points selected 
for swelling measurement only occurred over the first 7 weeks following surgery and 
do not allow for interpretation at later time points. There are also postoperative 
periods in the dataset where coverage of swelling measurements over time is rather 
sparse. Especially in these regions, generalizability to other datasets could be 
questioned. Thus, there remains a need for prospective validation of this reference 
chart in other datasets. However, the performance of the reference chart in a test set 
of data (with later surgical dates) is reassuring, and this preliminary validation is a 
strength of this study. It is worth noting that the use of reference charts in monitoring 
child growth have not been validated in all populations, but are still used as an 
important clinical tool. Determining how these can be implemented in various 
populations and how they perform clinically becomes an implementation science 
question, which may be a fruitful area of future research.  
Conclusions 
This study describes the development and validation of a reference chart for 
lower extremity swelling following TKA using generalized additive models for location 
scale and shape. A variety of models were examined, but ultimately a relatively 
simple model was found to have the best statistical fit and also performed well in 
out-of-sample validation. The reference chart and the instructions to measuring 
swelling with BIS, provided here, will contribute to management of swelling and will 





THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN SWELLING AND KNEE EXTENSOR STRENGTH 
AND FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE FOLLOWING TOTAL KNEE 
ARTHROPLASTY3 
Abstract 
Study Design: Longitudinal observational study with repeated measures 
Background: The relation between swelling after TKA and knee extensor strength 
and functional performance is not fully understood. 
Objectives: To determine relationships between two measures of swelling and knee 
extensor strength and timed up and go (TUG) times following TKA. 
Methods: Data from 53 participants (64.2±9.5 y/o, 57% male) were used in the 
analysis. Swelling measures were performed pre-TKA and at 7 time points (days 
0,1,2,4,7 and weeks 2 and 6) post-TKA. Maximum isometric knee extensor strength 
and TUG time was measured pre-TKA and at two and six weeks following surgery. 
Using bioelectrical impedance spectrometry (BIS), swelling was quantified as the 
peak level of swelling and the integral of swelling over the post-TKA time window, 
calculated using trapezoidal integration. The two values of swelling were examined 
for contribution to two and six-week outcomes of strength and TUG time using 
hierarchical regression controlling for age, sex, and the baseline value of the 
dependent variable.  
Results: Neither peak swelling or the swelling integral significantly contributed to the 
variance of two-week knee extensor strength. At 6 weeks, the swelling integral did 
                                            




not significantly contribute to knee extensor strength, while peak swelling improved 
the variance in knee extensor strength by 4% (p=0.05). Peak swelling significantly 
contributed to the variance in two (p=0.003) and six-week (p=0.04) TUG times, but 
the swelling integral did not (p>0.05).   
Conclusion: Peak swelling represents a value of post-TKA swelling that influences 
functional performance and likely contributes to strength loss after surgery.  
Introduction 
 
Limiting functional decline following total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a high 
priority for patients and clinicians. Functional decline following surgery is common 
and includes, but is not limited to, decreased walking speed,33 difficulty rising from a 
chair,137,138 and reduced stair climbing ability.28,139 Poor performance on more 
difficult activities has also been reported in patients many years after surgery.63,140 
Functional limitations following surgery are attributed to pain, fatigue, and fear of 
movement, but are in many cases a result of significant decline in knee extensor 
muscle strength following surgery.27,141,142 Thus, increasing knee extensor strength 
and improving functional mobility remains a focal point of most post-TKA 
rehabilitation. As a result, research aimed at improving post-TKA outcomes has 
focused on identifying causes of knee extensor strength loss and decline in 
functional performance.38,142–146 
One hypothesized mechanism contributing to knee extensor strength loss and 
decline in functional performance following TKA is lower extremity swelling.38,63,66 
Swelling occurs substantially in and around the knee joint capsule in the majority of 




muscle strength by decreasing voluntary muscle activation through a process 
referred to as arthrogenic muscle inhibition (AMI).38,40,63 Arthrogenic muscle 
inhibition results when sensory afferent signaling increases the influence of inhibitory 
interneurons on motor neuron excitability.38 The relationship between swelling and 
AMI of the knee extensors has been demonstrated in studies utilizing an artificially-
induced effusion of the knee.31,63 These studies provide the theoretical framework for 
the investigation of the relation between swelling and motor function following TKA.  
While there is growing evidence to support the hypothesis that swelling may be a 
contributor to post-TKA knee extensor strength loss,5,6 there remains a need to 
further explore this relationship. This can be explored by analyzing how changes in 
swelling after TKA relate to muscle strength at different points in the recovery 
process and by examining different measures of swelling. Furthermore, the 
relationship between swelling and functional performance remains poorly 
understood. We hypothesize that the relationship between swelling and function 
could be driven by the influence swelling has on knee extensor strength. However, it 
may also contribute to strength loss in muscles across the entire lower extremity, 
which influence functional performance. Thus, the relationship between swelling and 
functional performance should be examined independent of knee extensor strength.   
This study aims to investigate two measures of swelling after TKA and 
determine how they relate to knee extensor strength and functional performance, 
quantified using the timed up and go test (TUG). We hypothesize that the peak 
amount of swelling after TKA and the integral of swelling over time will be 




test at two and six weeks following surgery. Identification of these relationships will 
help inform clinicians and researchers as they design interventions to target swelling 
with the intent of improving patient functional performance.  
Methods 
Participants 
Data used in this analysis were collected as part of a longitudinal 
observational study examining post-TKA swelling and knee extensor strength, 
consisting of 53 participants. Data were collected at baseline (pre-TKA) and days 0, 
1, 2, 4, 7, two weeks, and 6 weeks (post-TKA). Inclusion criteria for the study 
included: undergoing a primary, unilateral TKA for osteoarthritis and ages 50 to 90 
y/o. Exclusions included neurological conditions or unstable orthopedic conditions, 
history of orthopedic surgery or trauma within one year of study enrollment, or 
diagnosis of a condition known to result in lower extremity edema. All participants 
consented to and received study procedures approved by the Colorado Multiple 
Institutional Review Board (COMIRB #15-1419). 
Table 1. Demographic and baseline information for study participants. (N=53) 
Age (mean SD) 64.2 (9.5) 
Sex (% female) 57% 
BMI (mean SD) 31.9 (5.4) 
Pre-TKA swelling % (mean SD) 1.7 (6.8) 
Pre-TKA Strength (Nm) (mean SD)   
Involved 105.7 (55.8) 
Uninvolved  125.2 (54.3) 
TUG time (s) (mean SD) 10.1 (2.8) 
Comorbidity (Frequency %)   
HBP 29/53 (55%) 
Diabetes  7/53 (13%) 
Cancer 4/53 (8%) 




Swelling assessment and calculation 
 
Lower extremity swelling was assessed using Bioelectrical Impedance 
Spectrometry (BIS). This approach has been validated for the measurement of 
swelling in patients with upper extremity lymphedema87 and in patients following 
TKA.92,105 All measurements were taken using an RJL systems Quantum II body 
composition analyzer© (Clinton Township, MI) and recorded in Ohms. Two 
electrodes were placed over the second ray on the dorsum of the foot separated by 
10 cm and two were placed on the thigh, 10 and 20 cm proximal to the superior pole 
of the patella. This set up has been demonstrated previously.130 Swelling values are 
recorded as a percentage difference in the involved limb to the uninvolved limb using 
the formula: (1-(involved BIS/uninvolved BIS))*100.  By normalizing to the 
uninvolved limb, BIS is able to account for differences in body composition between 
subjects and accurately measure changes in fluid status between the limbs.87 
The swelling values described above were used to quantify the post-TKA swelling 
response in two separate ways: peak level of swelling and the integral of swelling 
over time. Peak swelling is represented by the maximum value in involved limb 
swelling recorded at any of the post-TKA assessments. This value was chosen, as 
the authors hypothesize that the peak level may represent the time when swelling is 
likely to be the most damaging to the neuromuscular system. The swelling integral 
was calculated using the “sintegral” function in the Bolstad2 package in R (Bolstad2 
1.0).147 This function calculates the trapezoidal area under the curve for a set of X 
values and the corresponding set of positive f(x)=y values. Two integral values were 





Figure 1. Examples of the calculation of A) Early swelling integral (~14 days) and B) 
full swelling integral (~ 42 days) using trapezoidal integration. 
  































































period. To ensure that all integral values represented generally the same window of 
time, assessments occurring at 14±2 days were used for the two-week swelling 
value, while assessments occurring at 42±2 days were used for the six-week 
swelling value. For those with assessments prior to the accepted window the record 
was not used (n=1). For those two-week and six-week assessments that occurred 
beyond the accepted window, imputation was performed. This was done by 
assuming a linear relationship between the preceding and following swelling values 
and calculating the point corresponding with either the 14th or 42nd post-TKA day. 
Additionally, for inclusion in the analysis, swelling values must have been present for 
the two-week and six-week assessments along with a minimum of two additional 
assessments.  The integral of swelling was chosen to represent the basal level of 
swelling experienced over the two windows of time. Examples of the swelling 
integrals are provided in Figure 1.   
Knee extensor strength assessment 
Knee extensor strength was measured as a maximum voluntary isometric 
contraction (MVIC) and recorded in Newton-meters (N-m) using an 
electromechanical dynamometer (Humac Norm) with the participant seated upright 
and positioned in 90 degrees of hip flexion and 60 degrees of knee flexion. Each 
participant performed two warm up trials at 50% and 75% MVIC followed by up to 
three maximal contractions as previously described.33 If the force values produced in 
the first two maximal attempts were not within 5% of one another, a third trial was 





Timed up and go test (TUG) assessment 
The TUG measures the time it takes a patient to rise from an arm chair (seat 
height of 46 cm), walk three meters, turn, and return to sitting in the same chair 
without physical assistance.148 TUG is a valid and reliable measure, and decreased 
performance on the TUG has been shown to correlate with increased risk of falls 
and higher rates of mortality in elderly patients.148 This test has excellent inter-rater 
(ICC=0.99) and intra-rater (ICC=0.99) reliability, as measured in a group of 60 
functionally disabled older adults (mean age 80 years).149 In our study, participants, 
if able, performed the TUG test twice during each assessment, and the average of 
the two trials were used for analysis.  
Statistical analysis 
Due to the exploratory nature of reporting swelling as the peak level of 
swelling and the integral of swelling, we wanted to establish general relationships 
between the swelling quantities and the dependent variables of interest. This was 
done using Pearson product correlations between the two values of lower extremity 
swelling (peak and integral), knee extensor strength and TUG times at two and six 
weeks following surgery.  
To estimate the effect of swelling on post-operative knee extensor strength 
and TUG time, hierarchical regression modeling was used. Hierarchical model 
building was chosen because it allows for determination of the individual contribution 
of the independent variable of interest to the variance in the dependent variable 
when controlling for other important covariates. Step one consisted of modeling 




two, pre-TKA values for the dependent variables were added to the model. In step 
three, the independent variable of interest (i.e., swelling) was added to the model. In 
steps two and three, the coefficients and 95% CI as well as the standardized 
coefficients were calculated for the independent variables of interest. Standardized 
coefficients were used to allow for easy assessment of the model contribution for 
each independent variable. In total, 8 models were examined, one for each 
dependent variable regressed on each of the swelling values, at two and six weeks. 
Model fit was tested by examining the change in adjusted R squared, the F-statistic, 
and level of model significance at each step. Model significance was set at an alpha 
level of 0.05. In the case that the full model reached significance, the contribution of 
the added independent variable to the model was examined using the variable p-
value, parameter estimate, standardized coefficient, and the contribution to the 
adjusted R-squared. 
Results 
Patient characteristics as well as baseline swelling, strength, and TUG times 
are included in table 1. Of the 53 participants in the study, four did not have sufficient 
data for assessment of swelling. Therefore, 49 participants were available for 
analysis. Pearson correlation coefficients, shown in table 2, demonstrate that the 
peak swelling and swelling integral have varying strengths of correlation with the 
outcomes of knee extensor strength and TUG time. 
Hierarchical modeling of knee extensor strength 
 
Table 3 presents the results of the hierarchical regression modeling by 




controlling for known covariates of sex, age, and the pre-TKA knee extensor 
strength. When added as step three of the hierarchical regression, neither peak 
swelling or the swelling integral were found to significantly contribute to the variance 
in the outcome of knee extensor strength at two weeks (0.22 and 0.92, respectively). 
Likewise, neither peak swelling or the integral reached significance at six weeks 
(0.05 and 0.45, respectively). At six weeks, the full models were found to be 
significant, but the majority of the model variance was explained by pre-TKA 
strength. With the addition of peak swelling to the six-week model an additional 4% 
of the variance was explained (p=0.05).  
Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients (95% CI) between swelling variables and 
strength outcomes. 
 
2 weeks (N=49)       
  Maximal Strength  p-value TUG time p-value 
Peak Swelling (%) r= -0.32 (-0.56,-0.04) 0.02 0.43 (0.16,0.65) 0.003 
Swelling Integral  r= -0.18 (-0.44,0.13) 0.23 0.26 (-0.04, 0.51) 0.08 
          
6 weeks (N=48)         
  Maximal Strength  p-value TUG time p-value 
Peak Swelling (%) r= -0.45 (-0.65,-0.17) 0.002 0.25 (-0.04,0.51) 0.09 
Swelling Integral  r= -0.33 (-0.57 -0.04) 0.03 0.23 (-0.07,0.49) 0.12 
 
Hierarchical modeling of TUG time 
Table 4 presents the results of the hierarchical regression modeling for the 
outcome of two and six-week TUG time. Peak swelling was found to explain a 
significant portion of the variance in two-week TUG time (p=0.003) (figure 2). At the 
six-week time point, peak swelling also significantly contributed to the variance in 
























(2 weeks)                 
Step 1 Age + sex  -   - 0.03 1.655 2, 45 0.2 
                  
Step 2 
Age + sex + baseline 
strength  
0.15  
(0.006,0.29) 0.4 0.04 0.1 2.647 3, 44 0.06 
                  
Step 3 
Age + sex + baseline 
strength + Peak 
-0.50  
(-1.31 0.34) -0.2 0.22 0.11 2.404 4, 43 0.06 
Age + sex + baseline 
strength + integral 
-0.005  
(-0.10 0.09) -0.02 0.92 0.07 1.944 4, 43 0.12 
                  
Strength  
(6 weeks)                 
Step 1 Age + sex  -   - 0.37 13.88 2, 42 <0.0001 
                  
Step 2 
Age + sex + baseline 
strength  
0.38  
(0.16, 0.60) 0.54 0.001 0.5 15.83 3, 41 <0.0001 
                  
Step 3 
Age + sex + baseline 
strength + Peak 
-1.17  
(-2.37, 0.02) -0.24 0.05 0.54 13.71 4, 40 <0.0001 
Age + sex + baseline 
strength + integral 
-0.01  
























(2 weeks)                 
Step 1 Age + sex  - - - 0.07 2.399 2, 45 0.1 
                  
Step 2 
Age + sex + baseline 
TUG time 
0.07  
(-0.4,0.5) 0.05 0.7 0.04 1.329 3, 44 0.2 
                  
Step 3 
Age + sex + baseline 
TUG time + Peak 
0.23  
(0.07,0.40) 0.45 0.003 0.2 3.757 4, 43 0.01 
Age + sex + baseline 
TUG time + integral 
0.01  
(-0.004,0.03) 0.24 0.14 0.06 1.802 4, 43 0.15 
                  
TUG time 
(6 weeks)                 
Step 1 Age + sex  -   - 0.25 8.172 2, 42 0.001 
                  
Step 2 
Age + sex + baseline 
TUG time 
0.2  
(0.02,0.39) 0.28 0.03 0.31 7.546 3, 41 0.0003 
                  
Step 3 
Age + sex + baseline 
TUG time + Peak 
0.07   
(0.002,0.14) 0.27 0.04 0.36 7.2 4, 40 0.0002 
Age + sex + baseline 
TUG time + integral 
0.001  

















































Figure 3. Relationship between peak swelling and A) two week TUG time and B) six week TUG time from the linear model 




two-week (p=0.14) or six-week (p=0.18) TUG time in hierarchical modeling. When 
two-week TUG time was modeled, the standardized beta coefficient for peak 
swelling was greater than pre-TKA TUG time (.45 vs .05), while at six-weeks, the 
standardized beta coefficient for peak swelling was nearly equal to that of pre-TKA 
TUG time (.27 vs .28). 
Discussion 
At both two and six weeks following surgery, peak swelling was found to 
significantly contribute to the variance in TUG time. However, the swelling integral 
did not significantly contribute to the variance in two or six-week TUG time. Similarly, 
early after TKA (two weeks) and at six weeks, neither peak swelling or the swelling 
integral were found to contribute significantly to the variance in knee extensor 
strength. The strength of the relationships between peak swelling and TUG time are 
compelling, especially at two-weeks following surgery when peak swelling was a 
much stronger predictor of functional performance that pre-TKA TUG time, 
demonstrating the impact swelling plays in functional recovery after TKA.  
These findings add depth to our understanding of the swelling response after TKA 
by examining two different measurements of post-operative swelling. This 
quantitative information helps evaluate the relationship between swelling and knee 
extensor strength loss and demonstrates the influence swelling has on functional 
performance. Looking at the influence of swelling on performance is a critical 
element to understanding the more widespread impact swelling has on recovery 
from TKA.  




based on physiologic rationale for influencing strength. Peak swelling represents the 
maximum level of recorded swelling for each participant. This value was chosen 
based on past literature showing continual decreases in knee extensor torque with 
increasing levels of knee joint effusion.24  While the current study did not 
simultaneously test strength at the time of peak swelling, reductions in voluntary 
activation when swelling is at its highest could reduce the ability to benefit from 
strengthening activities because of a lack of physiologic muscle overload with AMI 
which could contribute to greater disuse of the knee extensors. This could result in 
both immediate and longer-term strength loss. Peak swelling might also reflect the 
magnitude of swelling at which muscle fibers experience damage. High levels of 
swelling have been shown to cause alterations in muscle cell water volume and 
internal pressure. These changes have been associated with strength loss in people 
following extreme endurance exercise.25 The swelling integral was chosen as a 
measure of the magnitude of swelling over time. The authors hypothesize that 
prolonged exposure to elevated levels of swelling may represent an abnormal or 
unhealthy response and may contribute to difficulty with recovery of strength and 
function.   
The role of swelling in strength loss is supported by studies such as Palmeri-
Smith et al. 200766  and others,31,64 which demonstrated that the injection of saline 
into the knee results in significant AMI. These studies have shown that the presence 
of effusion in the knee joint capsule causes increased signaling from group II 
mechanoreceptors and, in large part, from group III and IV afferent fibers. Group III 




presence of excess swelling.56,71 As afferent signaling increases from each of these 
fiber types, AMI occurs and a decline in muscle activation is observed.38,56,59,150,151 
Furthermore, studies have directly shown a reduction in knee extensor strength in 
the presence of artificial knee joint effusion.61,67,152 In an attempt to link swelling to 
muscle activation, studies analyzing knee extensor strength loss after TKA have 
examined the influence swelling has on strength recovery in this patient 
population.5,6 Pua et al. 20155 used methods similar to those used in the current 
study to examine the relationship between swelling after TKA and knee extensor 
strength. In this study, swelling over the first 90 days after TKA, measured using 
BIS, was found to be significantly related to knee extensor strength over the same 
90 days. Specifically, differences between those participants in the highest 
percentile of swelling and those in the lowest over the entire 90 days, when 
controlling for age, sex, pre-TKA strength, and pain, were found.  
Findings from the current study echo those shown by Pua, but add further 
insight into the relation of swelling after TKA and knee extensor strength. When 
added to the model, peak swelling nearly reached significance (p=0.05), 
demonstrating the incremental decline in six-week strength that occurs with 
increasing levels in peak swelling. Specifically, it was found that for each percentage 
point increase in peak swelling, a reduction of nearly .25 Newton-meters in six-week 
strength was observed when controlling for age, sex, and pre-TKA knee extensor 
strength. Furthermore, the standardized beta coefficient for peak swelling is of 
clinical consideration, as it is nearly half the magnitude of that of pre-TKA knee 




knee extensor strength loss in a clinically meaningful way. These findings 
significantly add to the findings by Pua, providing information regarding the individual 
contribution of peak swelling to the variance in knee extensor strength, above that 
explained by pre-operative strength, which is known to be the strongest predictor of 
post-TKA strength.141 Peak swelling also represents a more approachable clinical 
target than an estimate of mean swelling over the first 90 post-TKA days. 
Perhaps the most compelling finding from the current study was the strong 
contributions peak swelling made to TUG times at two and six weeks. Particularly, 
the finding that peak swelling was a significant predictor of two-week TUG 
performance, while pre-TKA TUG time was not. The TUG is a commonly used 
performance measure for determining patient’s mobility status after TKA,153 and it is 
strongly correlated with patient independence.148 It is also known to correlate with 
knee extensor strength following TKA.27 Despite a weaker relation between swelling 
and strength, a strong relation between swelling and TUG time supports the 
hypothesis that swelling has influence on recovery beyond reducing maximal knee 
extensor strength. 
Swelling may result in strength declines in different muscles aside from knee 
extensors that are also critical to performance-based outcomes. Declines in muscle 
strength of the plantar flexors, hip extensors, and hip abductors could be influenced 
by swelling occurring throughout the limb and detected by BIS. Each of these 
muscle groups contribute to functional mobility and are likely to contribute to TUG 
test performance.154–156 The plantar flexor muscles have been found to experience 




activation. The influence activation plays in plantar flexor strength has been 
demonstrated in patients after immobilization from ankle fracture.157 However, past 
evidence has shown that with artificial effusion of the knee joint, the decreased 
motor excitability of the knee extensors is accompanied by increased soleus motor 
neuron pool excitability.68 Therefore, the significant declines in plantar flexor 
strength, observed following TKA, would likely result from swelling in different lower 
extremity compartments (e.g., calf and ankle). Swelling around the calf and ankle, 
which is often seen following TKA, may increase afferent signaling from receptors 
which inhibit the plantar flexors and may also result from mechanical changes in the 
muscles themselves. Extensive swelling in and around the plantar flexor muscles 
can result in muscle fiber swelling and decreased force producing ability.25 In a 
similar way, swelling throughout the lower extremity could contribute to the decline in 
strength and activation of the hip extensors and abductors, shown to occur following 
TKA and known to contribute to declines in functional performance.34,156,158  While 
strong evidence exists to support strength loss throughout the lower extremity 
following TKA,85 linking this loss to swelling will require investigations of these 
muscles and will benefit from BIS assessments of swelling, which captures swelling 
throughout the entire limb.  
A secondary hypothesis is that swelling impairs the knee extensor muscles by 
reducing submaximal force steadiness,36 rate of torque development,159 eccentric 
control,160 all of which have been shown to be impacted following surgery and may 
contribute to functional performance. Similarly, swelling may alter other aspects of 




movement. Future work should examine these relationships.  
This study has limitations that require further examination. The time points for 
strength assessment were chosen because the authors believed they would provide 
both an early and later assessment of strength outcomes and would capture swelling 
when it was greatest and most likely to contribute to strength loss. However, the lack 
of strong relationships between swelling and strength may be partially explained by 
the chosen time points. The two-week assessment occurs during a time when 
patients are likely to be influenced by a number of factors that can lead to decreased 
strength or an inability to accurately perform strength assessments. These factors 
include pain, fatigue, stiffness, and fear of movement. At six weeks, the magnitude 
of swelling has substantially reduced in most patients, and damage done by the 
peak level of swelling may have partially or fully resolved. Secondarily, this analysis 
was limited by a small sample, reducing the number of covariates from what had 
been used previously.5 Lastly, bioelectrical impedance spectrometry is a reliable and 
precise way of measuring swelling, but this measure captures changes across the 
entire lower extremity. This could lead to inaccurate representation of the swelling in 
the knee joint capsule—the location where swelling is most likely to contribute to 
AMI of the knee extensors.  
Conclusions 
Total knee arthroplasty is the most commonly performed elective orthopedic 
surgery in the United States, and improving outcomes following TKA remains an 
important priority for clinicians and patients. While the post-TKA recovery is complex 




study indicate that managing swelling following TKA may lend itself to improved 
outcomes. Specifically, this study has shown a strong relationship between peak 
swelling and TUG times at both two and six weeks following surgery. Peak swelling 
provides an ideal clinical target for management due to its time course and explicit 
value. Recent evidence suggests that peak swelling typically occurs between days 
6-10 following surgery.162 Intervention approaches designed to target peak swelling 
during this window may improve patient functional performance during the early and 





















Post-TKA Lower Extremity Swelling 
From a simple perspective, swelling can be defined as the presence of 
excess fluid in a body segment, but in actuality it is much more difficult to define. 
Swelling is comprised of a variety of cellular substrates, proteins, cytokines, blood, 
and other factors, all in combination with fluid (i.e., water). Furthermore, the 
physiologic processes responsible for the formation of swelling and the influence it 
has on cells and body systems are not completely understood, further confounding 
its definition. From a clinical perspective, difficulty in defining swelling is only half of 
the issue. A lack of feasible and accurate approaches of measurement and no guide 
for making clinical decisions regarding swelling, make management difficult. Due to 
the difficulty involved with defining the physiologic process of swelling and the dearth 
of information regarding the clinical implications of swelling, it becomes clear that 
research in this area is needed.  
This dissertation was aimed at addressing these issues in each of the 
preceding chapters. Chapter 2 provided a detailed background of the physiologic 
process of swelling and the current understanding of its impact on the 
neuromuscular system. In chapter 3, an examination of the innovative approach of 
measuring swelling using bioelectrical impedance spectrometry was performed and 
important psychometric properties of its use were provided. Swelling measures 
collected over time using BIS were then used to develop a clinical reference chart for 




monitoring and managing post-TKA swelling (chapter 4). As a last, but major aim of 
this thesis, chapter 5 was designed to examine how post-TKA lower extremity 
swelling contributed to declines in knee extensor strength following TKA.  
Improved Methods of Measurement and Monitoring 
Improving management and study of post-TKA lower extremity swelling 
requires both accurate measurement and useful references for the trajectory of 
recovery. Bioelectrical impedance spectrometry provides the precision, reliability, 
and clinical accessibility to truly improve the measurement of post-TKA swelling. 
Evidence presented in chapter three demonstrated the superiority of BIS over 
circumferential measures in terms of precision, reliability, and sensitivity to change. 
Paired with its ease of use and relatively affordable price (vs. MRI or perometry), BIS 
holds great promise for the measurement of swelling. As a next step, BIS was used 
for the development of a reference chart for the trajectory of post-TKA lower 
extremity swelling. Reference charts can be used to compare outcomes and 
measurements from other patients influenced by the same condition, and are an 
innovative approach to improving patient education, informed decision making, and 
monitoring outcomes over time. These approaches originated in the monitoring of 
child growth, allowing detailed monitoring of the growth of a child in reference to the 
population. In health care, these methods show promise in monitoring and could 
play a substantial role in guiding care in conditions such as TKA. In Chapter 4 
previously published methods for reference chart development were used to create 
and validate a reference chart for the recovery of post-TKA swelling measured using 




providers by assisting with the placement of patient expectations and generation of 
prognostic estimates, and allow for monitoring of swelling recovery. By making 
measurements with BIS and monitoring swelling using the reference chart during the 
postoperative period, more accurate assessments of how patient progress relates to 
population outcomes can be made and treatment decisions can be better informed.  
Post-TKA Swelling and Recovery 
Chapters 3 and 4 provide innovative and useful methods for the assessment 
and characterization of the post-TKA swelling response. However, relating swelling 
to other outcomes following surgery is important; specifically, outcomes which are 
critical to successful recovery including knee extensor strength and functional 
performance measures like the TUG. Furthermore, quantities of the post-TKA 
swelling were chosen that provided useful clinical targets, with the goal of providing 
substance to past literature showing relationships between swelling and knee 
extensor strength loss. These values included the peak level recorded and the 
integral of swelling over time, both of which can be monitored and targeted for 
intervention. In chapter 5, the associations between these swelling quantities and 
strength and functional performance following TKA are detailed. Using hierarchical 
regression modeling, it was demonstrated that the peak level of swelling significantly 
contributed to performance on the TUG test at two and six weeks following surgery. 
Hierarchical regression modeling was beneficial, as it showed that even when 
controlling for the preoperative TUG times, a significant amount of the variability in 
two and six-week TUG times were explained by the peak level of swelling. The 




peak swelling was a better predictor of early functional performance on the TUG 
than pre-operative TUG performance. This is a compelling finding, as health care 
providers are often challenged with determining patient prognosis and improving 
patient function over the early recovery period when impairment is greatest. 
Furthermore, peak swelling was found to be trending toward a significant 
contribution to six-week knee extensor strength; a larger sample size may have fully 
supported the hypothesis that swelling contributes to knee extensor strength loss 
after surgery. Thus, future work may be aimed at reducing the peak level of swelling 
early after surgery to improve early and longer-term recovery of strength and 
functional performance. 
A Need for Future Investigations of Lower Extremity Swelling 
The work highlighted in this dissertation is aimed at addressing several of the 
gaps in the understanding of post-TKA swelling and its influence on recovery. 
However, many questions remain unanswered and progress could be made by 
expanding on the findings presented here. Work should be done to further 
investigate the use of BIS in the measurement of post-TKA swelling and swelling in 
other patient populations (e.g., ACL repair), as BIS provides an easily implemented 
and accurate assessment of swelling. Future studies may aim to standardize the 
process for its use, making it common place in clinical practice. The reference chart 
provided should be further examined in prospective cohorts of patients and refined 
appropriately. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the implementation of the chart in 
the management of swelling should be studied. Utilizing methods described in 




populations and time, with the goal of developing living and ever adapting models. 
Lastly, the findings from this dissertation support the need for continued assessment 
of the relation between swelling and muscle strength throughout the lower extremity, 
as well as functional recovery after surgery. Based on the findings from this work, 
along with other preliminary evidence, critical next steps include investigations 
aimed at the management of post-TKA swelling. The use of an intensive swelling 
management protocol as an adjunct to typical rehab during the early post-TKA 
period may reduce peak swelling and lead to improved outcomes. Taken together, 
the use of BIS measurement of swelling, reference charts for monitoring swelling 
over time, and an understanding of how swelling impacts functional recovery add 
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